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Presentation Overview

Relationship of bibliographic record to resource 
record  

Capturing the complexity of electronic resources 
in the resource-license record relationship

Issues with record structure



Bibliographic and Resource 
Relationship

Do we need a bibliographic record as well as a resource 
record?

Issues:
Overlap between bib and resource record
Accessing resource record
– Resource name as a separate search option 
– Include the resource name in the title index 

UWA decision: Maintain a bibliographic record for 
each resource record
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Capturing the complexity of 
electronic resources

Structure needs to be flexible to:

Accommodate various licensing and package 
arrangements from publishers

Compatible with the Library’s eholdings data 
provider so that coverage load process can match 
correctly



ERM record structures
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Resource levels

Identified six resource levels:
Interface
Vendor package
Vendor package part
Platform package
Backfile package
Etitle



Example1: Highwire record structure
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Example2: Informit record structure
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Issues with Record Structure

One license can relate to multiple resources
Overlap between related resources
Creating links between related records
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Issues with Record Structure
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Interface record



Vendor package record



Vendor package part record
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